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ABSTRACT

Smart speakers allow users to interact with home appliances
using voice commands and are becoming increasingly popu-
lar. While voice-based interface is intuitive, it is insufficient
in many scenarios, such as in noisy or quiet environments,
for users with language barriers, or in applications that re-
quire continuous motion tracking. Motion-based control is
attractive and complementary to existing voice-based control.
However, accurate and reliable room-scale motion tracking
poses a significant challenge due to low SNR, interference,
and varying mobility.

To this end, we develop a novel recurrent neural network
(RNN) based system that uses speakers and microphones to
realize accurate room-scale tracking. Our system jointly esti-
mates the propagation distance and angle-of-arrival (AoA) of
signals reflected by the hand, based on AoA-distance profiles
generated by 2D MUSIC. We design a series of techniques to
significantly enhance the profile quality under low SNR. We
feed the profiles in a recent history to our RNN to estimate
the distance and AoA. In this way, we can exploit the tem-
poral structure among consecutive profiles to remove the
impact of noise, interference and mobility. Using extensive
evaluation, we show our system achieves 1.2–3.7 cm error
within 4.5 m range, supports tracking multiple users, and is
robust against ambient sound. To our knowledge, this is the
first acoustic device-free room-scale tracking system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Talking with everyday appliance seemed like a
fantasy a few years ago. With the emergence of smart speak-
ers, the fantasy has become a reality. Users can issue voice
commands to smart speakers, which control home appli-
ances. Since Amazon Echo entered the market in 2015, there
has been a rapid growth in the demand for smart speakers.
While voice-based control is attractive, it is not always

suitable. For example, it is undesirable in quiet environment
and causes disruption. Voice control also degrades signifi-
cantly in noisy environment. In addition, developing smart
speakers that can understand multiple languages for families
with members speaking different languages and automati-
cally identifying the language being used is still challenging
and costly. Moreover, in several usage scenarios, such as in-
teracting with a screen or selecting frommanymenu options,
voice-based interface can be cumbersome. In comparison,
motion-based control is appealing in these cases, and com-
plements well with voice-based control.

Challenges: However, tracking hand motion poses signifi-
cant challenges. A desirable approach should be (i) low cost,
(ii) easy to deploy on smart speakers, (iii) accurate and reli-
able, and (iv) supporting room-scale tracking (i.e., supporting
2–4 m working range). (i) and (ii) suggest that we should
use existing hardware on smart speakers and do not rely
on specialized hardware. The current smart speakers come
with Bluetooth, WiFi, and audio. WiFi based tracking has
the longest range, but only achieves decimeter-level accu-
racy [1, 25, 28] due to its fast propagation speed and large
wavelength, and falls short with respect to (iii). Audio based
tracking has higher accuracy but limited range. Existing
acoustic device-free tracking can only support a range up to
50 cm [41, 57, 62], which is insufficient for (iv) room-scale
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Figure 1: Tracking a hand with a smart speaker.

tracking. This is not surprising due to fast signal attenuation
over distance and multipath propagation.

Approach: We use acoustic signals to develop our tracking
system for the following reasons. First, smart speakers come
with multiple microphones and speakers. Effectively exploit-
ing this setup can not only significantly enhance the tracking
performance but also make it easy to deploy. Second, the
slow propagation speed of acoustic signals makes it possible
to achieve high tracking accuracy. Third, the sampling rate
of acoustic signals is low so that all processing can be done
in software. This makes it possible to customize the trans-
mission signals and implement the processing algorithms on
commodity devices.
We first investigate a variety of tracking algorithms and

find that 2D MUSIC [58], which jointly estimates the dis-
tance and angle-of-arrival (AoA), is promising for room-scale
tracking for the following reasons. First, the SNR from hand
reflection can be very low at room scale, which significantly
degrades the tracking accuracy. Joint estimation increases
the effective number of sensors, thereby improving the ac-
curacy. Second, multipath can dominate received signals at
room scale and cause severe interference. Jointly estimating
distance and AoA makes it easier to resolve multipath and
mitigate interference since either distance or AoA of these
paths is different.

While promising, 2DMUSIC alone is insufficient to achieve
accurate room-scale tracking. Essentially, 2D MUSIC gener-
ates an AoA-distance profile based on received signals, and
peaks in this profile indicate the positions of reflectors. Un-
der low SNR, the 2D profile is noisy and peaks are severely
biased from actual positions. Also, multipath and noise may
introduce multiple peaks near the target reflector. It is chal-
lenging to identify the correct one. Moreover, the Doppler
effect introduced by hand movement may cause the actual
position to deviate from the peak in the 2D profile. It is hard
to directly measure the moving speed and compensate its
effect under low SNR.
To address these issues, we develop complementary ap-

proaches based on machine learning and signal processing.
On one hand, we design a recurrent neural network (RNN)
to map the recent 2D profiles to the AoA and distance of
target reflector. We choose the RNN to exploit the tempo-
ral structure among consecutive 2D profiles, and propose
a network architecture to effectively learn and correct the
impact of noise, multipath, and mobility. We also develop

mechanisms to improve robustness against environments
and reduce training effort.
Meanwhile, we design a series of signal processing tech-

niques to improve the quality of AoA-distance profiles. They
include i) time-domain beamforming to enhance the SNR
of received signals, ii) a framework to find the optimal MIC
array that improves the tracking performance while mini-
mizing ambiguity under low SNR, iii) introducing middle
chirps to increase the number of samples used for estimation,
and iv) removing negative frequencies in signals to half the
sinusoids seen by 2D MUSIC.
Furthermore, we develop a simple yet effective initializa-

tion procedure to reliably identify the user’s hand in the
presence of other reflectors at the beginning. This ensures
the system to track the right target.
We implement our system on a Bela platform [9] and

conduct extensive evaluation. We demonstrate our system
achieves 1.2–3.7 cmmedian position error within 4.5 m range.
It takes only 40 minutes for collecting training data for our
RNN. Although the data is collected from one user at one
location, our RNN generalizes well to different users and
locations. In addition, our system can track multiple users
simultaneously, and is robust to ambient sound.

Our key contribution is to combine RNN with signal pro-
cessing for motion tracking. While this combination may ap-
pear intuitive, choosing the right way of combining the two
is important. To make RNN effective, we need to have appro-
priate features. We find that first applying signal processing
to generate 2D profiles significantly helps simplify learning
and remove environmental dependency. On the other hand,
applying RNN to process the 2D profile improves robustness
against noise, multipath, and mobility. In comparison, the ex-
isting works generally select the highest peak from a profile
and are vulnerable to these effects. Based on our framework
of combining RNN with signal processing, we implement
the first acoustic device-free room-scale tracking system and
demonstrate its effectiveness through extensive evaluation.
Moreover, our framework can be easily extended to other
sensing tasks such as 1D ranging and AoA estimation.

2 PRIMER ON JOINT ESTIMATION

To localize a target, we can measure the propagation dis-
tance and angle-of-arrival (AoA) of its reflected signals using
a speaker and an array of microphones (MIC) as shown in Fig-
ure 1. In this section, we introduce 2D MUSIC [58] to jointly
estimate the distance and AoA. The key idea is to transform
received signals into a 2D sinusoid whose frequencies are
proportional to the AoA and distance. For this purpose, we
let the speaker send chirps whose frequency linearly sweeps
from f to f + B during a period T . The signals reflected
by the target are received by the MICs. For each MIC, we
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Figure 2: SNR vs distance.

multiply the transmitted and received chirps and apply a low
pass filter. The derived signals are given by

s(n, t) = cos[−
2πΔ cos(θ )

λ
· n +

4πBd

Tvs
· t + ϕ], (1)

where n is the MIC index, t is the sampling time, θ is the AoA,
andd is the distance. Δ, λ, B,T , andvs are theMIC separation,
wavelength, bandwidth, chirp length, and sound propagation
speed, respectively. ϕ is a constant phase term. We see that
s(n, t) is a 2D sinusoid with frequencies Ω = −2πΔ cos(θ )/λ
and ω = 4πBd/(Tvs ).
2D MUSIC is widely used to estimate frequencies in the

sum of sinusoids (
∑

i e
j(Ωin+ωi t )) [58]. It generates a pseudo

spectrum P(Ω,ω) based on signal structure, and each peak
in the spectrum indicates one frequency pair (Ωi ,ωi ). Since
the frequencies are determined by AoA and distance in our
context, we can replace (Ω,ω) with (d, θ ) and derive an AoA-
distance profile [32] as

P(θ,d) =
1

(v(d) ⊗ u(θ ))HM(v(d) ⊗ u(θ ))
, (2)

whereu(θ ) = [1, e−j2πΔ cos(θ )/λ, . . . , e−j(N−1)2πΔ cos(θ )/λ],v(d) =
[1, e j4πBdTs /(Tvs ), . . . , e j(X−1)4πBdTs /(Tvs )], and X is the num-
ber of samples used by each microphone. ⊗ is the Kronecker
product.M is a matrix determined by signals. The peaks in
the AoA-distance profile indicate the reflectors’ positions.

3 POTENTIAL AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we conduct measurement-based study to
understand the potential and limitations of using 2D MUSIC
for room-scale tracking. We use our Bela testbed as described
in Section 5 for our experiments. It has a uniform MIC array
with 4 elements and 4 cm span. We use 18–20 KHz chirps
with 40 ms duration for 2D MUSIC, FMCW, and correlation.
We use sinusoids at 18 KHz for phase-based method, AoA
estimation, and Doppler measurement.

3.1 Potential

2D MUSIC is promising for room-scale tracking for two
reasons. First, at the room scale, the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of reflected signals is very low. In our context, the
SNR is defined as the ratio between the average magnitude
of received chirps and noise. As shown in Figure 2, the SNR
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Figure 3: The profiles generated by MUSIC.

of hand reflection decays much faster than the free space
model [49], because the hand is not flat and a portion of
signals are scattered. According to Cramer-Rao bound [52],
the minimum error for AoA estimation is 6/(N 3 ·SNR). Given
-10 dB SNR and 4 MICs, this bound is 1◦, which severely
limits the tracking accuracy. Using 2D MUSIC can increase
the effective number of sensors up to X times [28], where
X is the number of sampling snapshots. This significantly
reduces the Cramer-Rao bound and results in better AoA
estimation accuracy than other approaches (e.g., 1D MUSIC,
ESPRIT, and beamforming).
Second, the impact of multipath is severe in the room-

scale tracking since the hand reflection may not dominate
the reflection from other background objects. 2D MUSIC can
resolve multipath better since if either the distance or AoA
of these paths is different, they are differentiable on the 2D
profile. Figure 3 shows the profiles generated by the 1D and
2D MUSIC, when a user stands at 1.5 m and raises his hand
for tracking. Since the AoAs of hand and body reflection are
similar, their peaks are merged in the 1D profile. However,
since they have different distances, the 2D MUSIC can easily
separate them. Moreover, since the 2D MUSIC increases the
effective number of sensors [28], it works even if the number
of paths exceeds the number of MICs, whereas the 1DMUSIC
and ESPRIT cannot support this case.
Due to the above reasons, the 2D MUSIC achieves better

tracking accuracy than alternative methods. Figure 4(a) com-
pares the 2D MUSIC with the 1D MUSIC, beamforming, and
ESPRIT for AoA estimation. Figure 4(b) compares it with
phase [57], correlation [41, 64], and FMCW [33, 40] for dis-
tance measurement. In both cases, 2D MUSIC achieves the
lowest estimation errors.

3.2 Limitations

2D MUSIC is promising but still insufficient for fine-grained
tracking. It estimates the distance and AoA by locating the
peaks in 2D profiles. While intuitive, this method can fail for
the following reasons.

First, the peak can be wide at low SNR. Without noise,M
and v(d) ⊗u(θ ) in Eq. 2 are orthogonal if there is a reflection
at (d, θ ) [32]. When the SNR decreases, the orthogonality
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(a) Wide peaks (b) Multiple peaks (c) Doppler shift

Figure 5: The positions of peaks, ground truth

(crosses) and our RNN estimation (circles).

Radial speed (cm/s) 0.9 5.1 9.4 17

Distance error (cm) 2.3 4.5 6.7 9.4

Table 1: Distance error vs speed.

degrades, which makes the peak wider and smaller. In this
case, the ground truth position may not be at the maximum
point and is challenging to localize it. Figure 5(a) shows an
example where the ground truth is labeled by a cross.

Second, there can be multiple peaks near the ground truth
due to multipath or noise, as shown in Figure 5(b). Since
the ground truth peak may not be the highest, it is tricky to
determine which peak is the correct one.

Third, under mobility, the ground truth position may not
be at the peak as shown in Figure 5(c). This happens as the
frequencies in Eq. 1 are also affected by the moving speed.
When the speed is greater than 5 cm/s, its impact is not
negligible and can push the peak away from the ground
truth position. Table 1 shows the distance errors estimated
by the 2D MUSIC under various speeds. As we would expect,
the errors increase with the speed.
One way to handle this issue is to estimate the speed by

sending sinusoids and measuring Doppler shift [61]. How-
ever, due to the low SNR and multipath, the estimation accu-
racy is low. At 2.7 m, the speed estimation error is 14.5 cm/s
when the hand moves at 17 cm/s. Another way to measure
the speed is to send triangle chirps [50], where the chirp fre-
quency first linearly increases and then decreases with the
same rate. Ideally, we will observe two peaks in the profile
for each reflector, and the difference between them is pro-
portional to the speed. However, due to limited bandwidth
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Figure 6: Network architecture.

(i.e., 2 KHz in our system), we can only observe one merged
peak in our experiments.

4 RTRACK

In this section, we propose our device-free room-scale track-
ing system RTrack. We use 2D MUSIC to generate profiles
and then estimate distance and AoA based on them. Since
manual peak selection from profiles is unreliable due to noise,
multipath, and mobility, we develop a RNN to automatically
learn the mapping between the profile and target position
(Section 4.1). Since the effectiveness of RNN depends on the
profile quality, we further develop a series of signal process-
ing techniques to improve the profile (Section 4.2). Finally,
we design an initialization scheme to ensure tracking the
right target (Section 4.3).

4.1 Joint Estimation using RNN

We design a recurrent neural network (RNN) [21] to auto-
matically learn the mapping from a 2D profile to the AoA
and distance of hand reflection. The key insight of using
RNN is to exploit the temporal locality among consecutive
tracking periods, as the hand position will not change too
much over a short time. Even if the profile derived from
the current period fails to provide clear information about
the hand position, we can still get useful hints from the re-
cent profiles. Therefore, by jointly considering all profiles
during the recent time window, RNN improves robustness
against wide peaks or false peaks as shown in Figure 5. We
see that the ground truth (marked by crosses) and the posi-
tions estimated by our RNN (marked by circles) match well
in these challenging scenarios. Moreover, RNN can learn the
Doppler shift by analyzing the consecutive 2D profiles and
compensate its effect. We verify this point by investigating
the hidden neurons in our RNN as shown in Table 2.
Our RNN contains K stages. These stages correspond to

the 2D profiles extracted from the last K periods. As shown
in Figure 6(a), each stage has the same network structure
(denoted as R). The earlier stages take the previous profiles
as the input and the last stage takes the current profile as
the input. Each stage also feeds certain context information
to the next stage.



Network structure: A RNN consists of a series of identical
network structure R. The design of R has profound impact on
the effectiveness of RNN. Figure 6(b) illustrates our design
of R, which we will explain below.
The network takes two inputs: the context from the pre-

vious stages and the 2D profile. First, the 2D profile goes
through an average-pooling layer P . This layer segments the
input profile into multiple blocks, and each block contains
B × B pixels. The output from P consists of average pixel
magnitude of each block. Effectively, the P layer compresses
the 2D profile by a factor of B × B. This significantly reduces
the number of parameters in the network and prevents over-
fitting. Feeding the original 2D profile to the P layer is better
than directly using the 2D profile at a coarse granularity
because the latter may miss sharp peaks, which are common
under high SNR.
The pooling layer is followed by a hidden layer H1. The

layer extracts features from the compressed profile. Its output
is concatenated with the context from the previous stage, and
forwarded to the second hidden layer H2. The sizes of H1,
H2, and pooling factor B are determined during the network
development and are specified in Section 5.

The output of H2 serves as the input to the output layerO
and the context layer C . The layer O contains two neurons
that represent the estimated distance and AoA. The output
of layer O is only used at the last stage, since it denotes the
current position.

Context layer: We introduce the context layer to automati-
cally learn what information needs to be forwarded to the
next stage. Essentially, it is another hidden layer, which con-
sists of multiple neurons and connects the consecutive stages
in RNN. We use principal component analysis (PCA) [24] to
design and analyze this layer. To understand our RNN in an
intuitive way, we want to answer two questions: how many
neurons are required to carry information from the previous
stages and what information these neurons carry.
For this purpose, we train our RNN with nc neurons in

the context layer. For each training sample (ns samples in
total), we record the value of each neuron in the context
layer at the last stage. We use a ns × nc matrix to represent
the recorded context information. If there are dependent
columns in this matrix, it indicates that some neurons are
redundant and a fewer neurons can also carry all information.
Thus, we perform PCA on the matrix to identify the major
components. Interestingly, we find that no matter how large
nc is, we always have 5major components, while the variance
of the other components is 3 orders of magnitude lower.
This indicates 5 neurons are sufficient to carry all context
information required by our application.
To examine what information is carried, we project the

context neurons onto their major components. Let pi denote

d θ vr vt ar at
p1 0.94 0.04 0.06 0.00 -0.34 -0.09

p2 0.20 -0.76 -0.14 -0.06 -0.08 0.30

p3 -0.03 -0.24 0.79 0.13 0.28 0.10

p4 -0.10 0.27 0.31 -0.22 0.03 -0.07

p5 -0.01 0.10 -0.04 0.06 -0.06 -0.07

Table 2: Correlation between pi and motion info.

the coefficients in the i-th component. We correlate pi of all
training samples with their ground truth distance (d), AoA
(θ ), radial and tangential speed (vr andvt ), and radial and tan-
gential acceleration (ar and at ). The results are summarized
in Table 2. We find that the first three major components
are strongly correlated with the distance, AoA, and radial
speed. These results make sense and indicate that our RNN
extracts appropriate information. The previous position is
the most critical context information due to the continuity of
the target movement. This helps narrow down the searching
range for the current position. The radial speed provides
the information about Doppler shift so that the network can
remove its impact. The information carried by the last two
major components is less obvious.

Using detection window: To enhance both accuracy and
efficiency, we only generate the profile over a small area
around the target position, instead of covering the whole
room. Specifically, assuming that we roughly know the target
position, we select a detection window around it that covers
the distance from BD to BD +WD and the AoA from BA to
BA+WD . We only evaluate the 2D profile in this window, and
use it as the RNN input. The output from RNN is the distance
and AoA relative to the boundary of detection window. As
shown in Figure 7, when the peak appears at the lower left
corner of the profile, the RNN estimates both the distance
and AoA as zeros. When the peak is at the upper right corner,
the network estimates them asWD andWA. We can derive
the final distance and AoA as the sum of the RNN output
and the coordinate of the lower left corner of the window
(i.e., (BD ,BA)).

The selection of the detection window size (i.e.,WD ) de-
pends on two factors. Increasing the window size increases
the computational cost since a large profile needs to be gener-
ated. Decreasing the window size could increase the chance
of the hand moving outside the window, which could be
more common under high mobility. In this case, we cannot
detect the hand reflection in the cropped region. We choose
the window size as 60 cm to balance these two factors.
We use the initialization scheme in Section 4.3 to deter-

mine the position of the initial window. During tracking,
whenever we find the hand close to the window boundary
(within 5 cm), we reset the center of the window to the cur-
rent hand position.
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Figure 7: Using detection window.

There are several benefits of using the detection window.
First, it makes the network less sensitive to the environment
since most background reflections are outside the window.
Second, the RNN trained at a specific distance or AoA can
be applied to other distance or AoA by selecting a proper
detection window. Third, we can track multiple users simul-
taneously by using multiple detection windows. Fourth, it
significantly reduces the computation cost by only evaluat-
ing the profile in a small region.

Data augmentation:Weuse data augmentation to generate
more training data based on the data collected from our
testbed. It is cheap to generate lots of new data in our system
to prevent overfitting. For each training sample, we can add
a random shift (Δd,Δθ ) to the actual distance and AoA, then
shift the 2D profile by the same amount. From the RNN
perspective, this is a new training sample where the target
is located at a different position.

4.2 Enhance Profile Quality at Low SNR

According to [47, 52], the MUSIC performance is improved
by (i) enhancing SNR, (ii) increasing the separation between
MICs, (iii) using more samples for estimation, and (iv) re-
ducing the number of sinusoids seen by MUSIC. Based on
these insights, we develop several techniques to improve the
quality of 2D profiles.

Time-domain beamforming: Our sample matrix (Eq. 1)
has two dimensions: MIC indices and time. Given 4 MICs,
80 ms chirps, and 44.1 KHz sampling rate, the matrix size
is 4×3528. Applying the 2D MUSIC on a large matrix poses
significant challenges. In fact, the 2D MUSIC requires eigen-
value decomposition. Decomposing a large matrix incurs
significant numerical errors [48], which degrades its perfor-
mance. Moreover, the decomposition takes too long due to
its O(n3) complexity.
A natural approach is to down-sample time-domain sig-

nals. As illustrated in Figure 8, we take one column every
K columns in the sample matrix (highlighted in blue), and
apply the 2D MUSIC to the down-sampled matrix. This ap-
proach works for high SNR cases, but has large errors for
low SNR since not all samples are used for tracking.

+ + + =

Time

MIC

Time-domain
beamforming

Sample matrix

Figure 8: Time-domain beamforming.

To effectively use all samples to enhance SNR while re-
ducing the sample matrix size, we develop a mechanism
based on time-domain beamforming. It is inspired by antenna
beamforming where signals received by different antennas
are added together to improve SNR. In our case, we com-
bine signals sampled from different time as shown in Figure
8. Specifically, we divide the matrix into sub-matrices con-
sisting of K consecutive columns. For each sub-matrix, we
calculate the weighted sum of all its columns as illustrated
in Figure 8. The weight of the i-th column is denoted by hi .
Without loss of generality, we let h1 = 1. To determine the
other weights, we make the following important observa-
tion: the desired signal is a 2D sinusoid as described by Eq. 1
and the consecutive time-domain samples only differ by a
phase shift equal toωTs , whereω = 4πBd/(Tvs ) andTs is the
sampling interval. Thus, by assigninghi = e−j(i−1)ωTs , the de-
sired signals in different columns will add up constructively
and the noise cancels out. In this way, the SNR of samples is
enhanced while the matrix size is reduced by a factor of K .
The selection of K depends on two factors. If K is too small,
the derived matrix is still large. If K is too large, only a few
columns are left, which also degrades performance. Based on
our experiments, we choose K = 60 to balance these factors.
As discussed, the weights hi depend on ω, which is fur-

ther determined by the propagation distance d . Since the
user’s hand position will not change significantly during
consecutive tracking periods, we use the distance measured
in the last period to approximate the current d . To justify
this approximation, we study the sensitivity of tracking per-
formance when d is inaccurate. As shown in Figure 9, even
if there is 30 cm distance error, the tracking error only in-
creases marginally (i.e., 4%) compared to the ideal case. In
fact, given a distance error de , hi differs from the optimal
weight by e−j(i−1)weTs , where we = 4πBde/(Tvs ). When de
is not large, hi is still close to the optimal weight.

Our approach is different from previous time-domain beam-
forming [12, 17] in the following ways: (i) selecting proper
chunk sizeK used for beamforming under 2DMUSIC context,
and (ii) designing weights based on special characteristics of
transmitted signals and previous target positions.

Non-uniform microphone array: Another way to im-
prove the MUSIC performance is to increase Δ, the separa-
tion between two adjacent MICs. However, if Δ is larger than
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(a) Uniform array (b) Non-uniform array

Figure 10: Ambiguity in 2D profiles.

half of the wavelength λ, there is ambiguity in estimating
AoA. In this case, there exist two different angles θ1 and
θ2 such that −2πΔ cos(θ1)/λ = −2πΔ cos(θ2)/λ + 2π . Based
on Eq. 2, P(θ1,d) = P(θ2,d) since u(θ1) = u(θ2). If a peak is
located at (θ1,d1) in the AoA-distance profile, there will be
an identical peak at (θ2,d1). We cannot determine which one
is due to a real signal. Figure 10(a) shows an example 2D
profile with ambiguity, where Δ is 2.7 cm and λ is 2.1 cm. We
observe two ambiguities at 50 and -50 degree with the same
magnitude and pattern as the ground truth peak at 0 degree.
To increase the MIC separation without introducing am-

biguity, we use a non-uniform array, which includes pairs of
MICs with a small separation to reduce ambiguity, and pairs
of MICs with large separation to improve resolution [55].
Different from [55], we develop an optimization framework
to determine the array placement to minimize ambiguity
under low SNR.

We use a vector [m1,m2, . . . ,mN ] to describe a linear MIC
array, where mi is the distance between the i-th and first
MICs. Thus,m1 is always zero andmN is the array size. For
a uniform array,mi = (i − 1)Δ. Given this notation, u(θ ) in
Eq. 2 is generalized as [e−j2πm1 cos(θ )/λ, e−j2πm2 cos(θ )/λ,
. . . , e−j2πmN cos(θ )/λ].
To determine the presence of ambiguity, we evaluate the

correlation between u(θ ) for the ground truth AoA θ1 and all
other angles. Figure 11 plots the correlation, which has many
peaks. The peak at the ground truth angle is the main peak,
while the others are side peaks. If there is a side peak at θ2
with magnitude equal to one, u(θ2) is identical to u(θ1). In
this case, P(θ1,d) and P(θ2,d) have the same value based on
Eq. 2 and θ2 is an ambiguity for θ1. Reducing the magnitude
of side peaks reduces ambiguity. How much the side peak
is away from one determines the margin to tolerate noise
under low SNR scenarios. Therefore, we select the MIC array
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Figure 11: Correlation between u(0) and u(θ ).

that maximizes the noise margin by solving the following
optimization:

max
[m1,m2, ...,mN ]

{1 −max
θ1

{side(θ1)}}, (3)

s .t . mN = M,

mi +mN+1−i = M,

where the function side(θ1) returns the highest side peak
in the correlation plot for θ1 and can be derived through
simulation, and we search over all θ1 to find the maximum
side peak given a MIC array. The first constraint requires
that the array size be a constantM , which guarantees that
all candidate arrays give similar MUSIC accuracy [19]. The
second constraint requires that the array be symmetric to the
center so that the forward-backward smoothing can be ap-
plied, which removes the coherence amongmultipath signals
and improves the MUSIC performance [42].
In our system, we selectM as 8 cm so that the array can

easily fit into a smart speaker. Solving the optimization gives
us an optimal array [0, 3 cm, 5 cm, 8 cm]. Its correlation plot
for the ground truth AoA at 0 degree is shown in Figure 11(b).
The 2D profile is shown in Figure 10(b), where the ground
truth peak is 6x as that of ambiguous peaks at ±50 degree,
which makes it easy to identify the real one.

The above approach gives us the optimal MIC configu-
ration. However, our system works for other setups albeit
at the cost of moderate increase in the tracking errors or
ambiguity.

Using middle chirps: To apply 2D MUSIC, we multiply
transmitted and received chirps and use a low-pass filter
to derive sinusoid signals (Eq. 1). The duration of sinusoid
depends on the overlap between two chirps, since the product
outside is simply zero, as shown in Figure 12(a). For room-
scale tracking, the sound propagation delay is significant
(e.g., around 30 ms for 5 m round trip). This significantly
reduces the duration of derived sinusoid signals, since a
typical chirp lasts for only tens of milliseconds. The reduced
signal duration degrades the MUSIC performance.

To address this issue, we introduce amiddle chirp as shown
in Figure 12(b). It shifts the transmitted chirp by t0

d
. If t0

d
is

close to the propagation delay of the received chirp (i.e., td ),



(a) Chirp overlap (b) Middle chirp

Figure 12: TX, RX, and middle chirps.

the middle and received chirps have large overlap. To deter-
mine t0

d
, we need a rough knowledge about td . We use td

estimated from the previous period for this purpose, since
the hand position will not change much between two con-
secutive periods.
We apply the 2D MUSIC to sinusoid signals derived by

multiplying middle and received chirps. The AoA estimated
in this way is equal to that of the received chirp, because
AoA is determined by the difference between the propagation
delay to various MICs and shifting the transmitted chirp by
the same amount for all MICs does not change the difference.
The propagation delay tm

d
estimated in this way is the delay

between the middle chirp and received chirp. The total delay
for the received chirp is the sum of t0

d
and tm

d
, as shown in

Figure 12(b). Using middle chirps improves accuracy due to
an increased number of samples used for estimation.
An alternative scheme is to multiply the received chirp

with an extended transmission chirp . The extended chirp has
the same slope as the original one but spans for a longer time
so that it overlaps with the entire received chirp and can use
more samples for estimation as our middle chirp. The main
difference from our middle chirp is that the derived sinusoids
have much lower frequencies in our case, since tm

d
� td ,

which allows us to apply a low-pass filter with narrower
passband and remove more noise, thereby improving the
performance as shown in our experiment.

Removing negative frequencies: Different from RF sig-
nals, acoustic samples reported from hardware are real num-
bers. Therefore, we obtain real sinusoids as Eq. 1 after multi-
plying transmitted and received chirps. However, MUSIC is
an approach to estimate the frequencies of complex sinusoids
[58], while a real sinusoid cos(p) consists of two complex
sinusoids e±jp . As result, the number of complex sinusoids
seen by MUSIC is actually twice as that of received reflec-
tions. According to [47], the increased number of sinusoids
degrades the MUSIC performance. To avoid that problem, we
remove negative frequencies of signals by 1) performing FFT
on the signals, 2) setting negative frequency bins as zeros,
and 3) performing IFFT. In this way, each reflection corre-
sponds to only one complex sinusoid. Removing negative
frequencies reduces both signals and noise by half, so the
SNR remains the same.

Figure 13: An AoA-distance profile for a room.

4.3 Initialization

We use an initial gesture to trigger our tracking system and
determine the initial hand position. As discussed, each re-
flection corresponds to a peak in the AoA-distance profile.
Our task is to track the one corresponding to the hand re-
flection. This is challenging when the user is far away from
the speaker, since hand reflection is not dominant. Figure
13 shows the profile for a room. After applying interference
cancellation [34, 39] to remove static multipath, there are
still many peaks due to dynamic background reflection (e.g.,
user’s body) and noise. The peak from the hand reflection is
not necessarily the strongest one.
Since it is hard to determine which peak corresponds to

the hand based on one tracking period, we exploit the tem-
poral relationship over multiple periods. We ask the user
to perform an initial gesture and identify the peaks whose
trajectory over time matches that gesture. Specifically, we
let the user push and pull his hand during initialization. The
target peaks should change accordingly over time, while the
peaks for the direct path remain unchanged and those from
dynamic background reflection and noise exhibit random
patterns. We leverage the peak pattern to identify the user’s
hand and filter out unintentional movement from other peo-
ple. Our evaluation in Section 6 shows that most time the
user only needs to push once to clearly determine the initial
hand position. For reliability, we let the user push twice.
Based on these observations, we extract peaks from 2D

profiles during initialization. We cluster all peaks using the
k-means algorithm [22], where k is the maximum number
of peaks detected in one tracking period. We match the pat-
tern of each cluster with the template gesture by applying
dynamic time wrapping (DTW) to evaluate the distance be-
tween them. Also, we impose the following constraints to
avoid false match: 1) the stretch ratio of time wrapping
should be within 0.6 to 1.6 so that a candidate cluster is
evenly stretched for matching; 2) the size of a cluster should
be larger than 15 cm, as our initial gestures span 20–30 cm;
3) the number of peaks in a cluster should be larger than a
threshold, since a cluster with fewer peaks is usually due to
noise and may get a false match with the template gesture
(the chance of false match tends to be high when there are
only a fewer points). We select the clusters satisfying these
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Figure 14: Experiment setup.

constraints and rank them based on their distance to the tem-
plate gesture. If the distance of the best cluster is larger than
a threshold, the system detects no initial gesture. Otherwise,
we choose the last peak from that cluster as the initial hand
position. Once the initial position is determined, we use it
as the center of detection window and apply our RNN for
continuous tracking.

4.4 Summary

Algorithm 1 summarizes RTrack. Note that we use interfer-
ence cancellation [34, 39] to remove background reflection
from static objects (e.g., furniture and walls in the room).

Algorithm 1 RTrack system.

1: Place the MIC array using our optimal configuration;

2: Measure background reflection for cancellation;

3: Perform initialization;

4: while TRUE do

5: Fetch new audio samples;

6: Apply a band-pass filter to remove out-of-band noise;

7: Use interference cancellation to remove static multipath;

8: Remove negative frequencies in signals;

9: Multiply the middle and received chirps;

10: Apply a low-pass filter to obtain desired sinusoids;

11: Apply our time-domain beamforming;

12: Derive the profile in the detection window with 2D MUSIC;

13: Use our RNN to map the profile to the distance and AoA;

14: end while

5 IMPLEMENTATION

Setup:As shown in Figure 14(a), we use twominiature speak-
ers to send audios and fourMICs [51] to receive signals. Many
commercial smart speakers have similar numbers of speak-
ers and microphones [4]. The separations between MICs are
3 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm as derived in Section 4.2. The speakers
and MICs are connected to a Bela platform [7–9], where TX
and RX samples are cached. The platform is connected to
a laptop with an Intel I5 processor and 8 GB memory. The
processing is performed on the laptop using MATLAB. Note
that our Bela board is equipped with a 1 GHz ARMCortex-A8
single-core processor, which is not strong enough to support
on-board processing.

Audio: To send chirps, we generate a WAV file and use our
speakers to play it. The chirp frequency is 18–20 KHz and
the sampling rate is 44.1 KHz. The sound pressure at 0.5 m
from the speakers is 29.1 dB without our tracking signals
and 29.8 dB with our tracking signals. This shows that our
signals are barely noticeable. When sending such signals,
the power consumption of each speaker is 0.22 W, measured
using a multimeter. This value is significantly lower than the
nominal maximum power of our speaker (2.5 W), because
the speaker gain in the inaudible band is much lower than
that in the audible band. We let two speakers send identical
80 ms chirps but let one start 40 ms after the other. In this
way, we can get one complete chirp every 40 ms in turn
from two speakers while enjoying the longer 80 ms chirps
to achieve high accuracy. Although the chirps from two
speakers overlap, we can differentiate them based on the
propagation delay [1].

Ground truth: As shown in Figure 14(b), we use Leap Mo-
tion [29] (LM) to get the ground truth of hand movements.
However, LM has very limited working range. Our measure-
ments show it can track the hand within 40 cm, and may lose
tracking outside that range. To avoid losing tracking, we put
LM below the hand in experiments. To get the ground truth,
we measure the relative position between the speakers and
LM, and add that to the coordinates reported by LM.

Training: The data collection is performed in our lab by a
single user. The room size is 6 m×4.5 m. There are lots of
equipments and furniture in the lab. Since they are static, we
use interference cancellation [34, 39] to remove their impact.
Our system is placed on a table as shown in Figure 14(b). The
user stands 3 m away from the speakers and moves his hand
in random patterns on a horizontal plane. The movement
speed varies from 0 cm/s to 62 cm/s, and the average speed
is 16 cm/s.

We collect 20 traces, which last around 40 minutes in total.
These traces contain 58922 tracking periods. Each period is
associated with the ground truth of hand position measured
by LM. We use network time protocol [5] to synchronize the
Bela platform and LM. For each trace, we augment four more
traces through shifting AoAs and distances of the entire trace
by a random amount selected from [1, 3] deg and [5, 15] cm,
as described in Section 4.1. Note that we shift the entire
trace by the same amount of AoA or distance to maintain
the continuity of hand movements. After augmentation, we
get 294610 samples. 90% of them are used for training and
the others are used for parameter tuning.

We use PyTorch [46] to train our network. We use Adam
algorithm [27] to find the optimal network weights. The
batch size is 128. The learning rate is 0.002 initially and
decays by a factor of 0.2 every 60 epochs. Refer to [23] for
the definitions of batch size, learning rate, and epochs.



RNN: After tuning, our RNN is finalized as follows. The
input 2D profile is a 60×60 image and each pixel covers
1 cm×1 cm region in the horizontal space. The pooling layer
has a block size of 3×3 so that the output is a 20×20 image.
The first hidden layer has 20 neurons while the second one
has 25 neurons. Both hidden layers are followed by ReLU
activation functions. The output layer has 2 neurons and the
context layer has 5 neurons. There are 15 RNN stages.

Testing: As mentioned, we collect training data from one
user at our lab. For testing, we collect additional traces from
9 users including 7 men and 2 women. Their ages are be-
tween 20s to 40s. Testing traces are collected at 4 different
locations, including our lab, a conference room with the size
7 m×4 m, a corridor with 1.5 m width, and an office area
with a lot of cubes. For each user, we collect 50 traces at
different distances ([1, 4.5] m) and orientations ([0, 70] deg)
from the speakers. Each trace lasts 10 s. The users are asked
to draw circles, triangles, rectangles, or random patterns.
The users can move their hands with any speed they want.
The maximum speed recorded is 67 cm/s, and the average is
13 cm/s. We do NOT require users to practice before collect-
ing their traces. Therefore hand reflections from different
users have diverse qualities. At the same distance, the SNR
from different users varies up to 9 dB.

Metrics:We quantify the tracking error using three metrics:
distance error, angle of arrival (AoA) error, and position error.
The distance error is the difference between the measured
and actual distance from the speaker to hand. Similarly we
define the AoA error. The position error is the Euclidean
distance between estimated hand position and the ground
truth. We report the median and CDFs of these errors.

6 EVALUATION

We first evaluate each design in our system and then overall
performance under various scenarios. The experiment setup
is described in Section 5. Unless otherwise specified, the user
is standing still at 2.7 m from the smart speaker. We also vary
the distance to understand its impact. Our system can also
be applied to the case when the user is moving. In this case,
we can track the hand and body movements separately to
compute the hand movement relative to the body, which is
generally of interest to gesture recognition systems.

6.1 Micro Benchmark

Recurrent structure: We compare our RNN with classic
neural network (NN). NN has the same structure as our
RNN except that it removes the context layer in Figure 6
and only takes the current 2D profile as the input. Figure
15(a) shows the performance of two networks. Since the
recurrent structure is removed, NN cannot leverage history
information to improve the peak selection and compensate
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Figure 15: The network performance.
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Figure 16: Estimation error vs chirp length.

for Doppler shift. The median position error of NN is 7.1 cm.
In comparison, RNN achieves 1.7 cm median error, much
lower than that of NN.

Training size: We evaluate the RNN performance using
various portions of real training data. The selected data are
augmented as described in Section 5 and then used for train-
ing. As shown in Figure 15(b), the position errors first reduce
and then taper off when 60% of data is used. This indicates
our training data is enough.

Data augmentation: We evaluate the benefit of using data
augmentation. Figure 15(a) compares the tracking errors
with and without data augmentation. Data augmentation
reduces the median error from 2.5 cm to 1.7 cm due to less
overfitting.

Chirp length: Increasing chirp length improves MUSIC per-
formance in static scenarios by using more samples for track-
ing, but a too long chirp not only reduces responsiveness
of tracking system, but also degrades accuracy when the
distance or AoA changes within a chirp period. This explains
why distance (AoA) errors first decrease and then increase
with the chirp length in Figure 16. Based on the results, we
use 80 ms chirps in our system.

Non-uniform array:We compare non-uniform versus uni-
form MIC arrays. We use three setups: (i) ULA8: uniform
linear array spanning 8 cm in length, (ii) ULA4: uniform lin-
ear array spanning 4 cm, and (iii) NLA8: non-uniform array
spanning 8 cm as specified in Section 5. Since increasing the
MIC separation improves accuracy but increases ambiguity
region, a uniform array has to trade off between accuracy
and ambiguity. In comparison, a non-uniform array achieves
the best of both worlds: it yields similar accuracy to ULA8
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True peak Ambiguity 1 Ambiguity 2

ULA8 1 1.000 1.000

NLA8 1 0.082 0.052

ULA4 1 0.067 0.047

Table 3: Normalized magnitude of ambiguity peaks.
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Figure 18: Profile enhancement.

as shown in Figure 17; meanwhile it has low ambiguity as
ULA4 as shown in Table 3, which reports the magnitude of
two highest ambiguity peaks normalized by the magnitude
of the ground truth peak.

Time-domain beamforming (BF): We evaluate the bene-
fit of BF by comparing it with down-sampling as described
in Section 4.2. As shown in Figure 18(a), the median position
error is reduced from 2.3 cm to 1.7 cm by using BF, while
the 80-percentile error is reduced from 4.7 cm to 3.0 cm. The
improvement is higher when tracking errors are large since
large errors happen at low SNR and the SNR enhancement
provided by BF is most beneficial in this case.

Removing negative frequencies (RN): Figure 18(a) shows
that RN decreases the position errors by reducing the number
of complex sinusoids in the signals.

Using middle chirps: We compare the performance with
and without middle chirps. We also evaluate the extended
chirp (Ext) as described in Section 4.2. As shown in Fig-
ure 18(b), using middle chirps (Mid) reduces the position
errors by 18–29% at different distances. Compared with Ext,
using middle chirps achieves 9–17% gain due to its more
aggressive low-pass filtering.

Initialization: We evaluate our initialization. To test the
success rate (i.e., the percentage of initial gestures are recog-
nized), we collect the traces where the user pushes and pulls
at 2.1 m, 2.7 m, 3.6 m, and 4.5 m away from the speaker. To
test the false positive (denoted by “FP”, i.e., how many times
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Figure 19: Drawing samples.

Success rate (%) FP (times/min)

Push 2.1m 2.7m 3.6m 4.5m St Mv

Once 100 100 97 94 0.0 0.33

Twice 100 100 100 97 0.0 0.03

Table 4: The initialization performance.

per minute the system detects initial gestures when no user

does them), we collect two 30-minute traces where the user
plays games on a mobile phone in the first trace (denoted by
“St”), and randomly walks in the room in the second trace
(denoted by “Mv”). We set the DTW distance threshold to
5 cm to balance the success rate and false positive. As shown
in Table 4, the success rate drops as the distance increases
due to the reduced SNR. The false positive in the second
trace (Mv) is higher because some movements have similar
patterns to the initial gestures. Pushing and pulling twice
helps significantly improve the performance.

Processing time: Table 5 shows the breakdown of the pro-
cessing time for RTrack. Pre-processing (Pre-proc) includes
interference cancellation, removing negative frequencies,
applying middle chirps, and filtering. 2D MUSIC involves
estimation of covariance matrix (Covar), eigenvalue decom-
position (Eig), and generating a 2D profile. The total time
is 36.3 ms, which supports real-time tracking using 40 ms
tracking period. The average CPU usage is 54% on our laptop.
Beside the processing delay, our system also experiences

the latency due to 1) collecting audio samples using Bela,



Pre-proc Covar Eig Profile RNN Total

10.4 5.2 2.2 17.6 0.9 36.3

Table 5: Running time of RTrack (unit: ms).

which is 1 ms [10]; 2) sending samples to the laptop using
USB connection, which is less than 1 ms [43].

6.2 System Benchmark

Drawing samples: To illustrate the performance of RTrack,
we show drawing traces for circles, rectangles, and triangles.
For each shape, we sort the traces of different users based
on the median position errors. The traces ranked at 25%,
50%, and 75% are shown in Figure 19, and the corresponding
errors are around 1.0 cm, 1.7 cm, and 2.7 cm, respectively.

Different approaches: We first compare RTrack with near-
field tracking methods: FingerIO [41] and LLAP [57]. For
fair comparison, all methods use one speaker and four MICs.
RTrack sends 40 ms chirps. FingerIO sends 40 ms OFDM sym-
bols at 18–20 KHz. LLAP sends 5 sine waves in 18–20 KHz.
For FingerIO and LLAP, we first estimate the distance be-
tween the hand and each microphone, and then find the hand
position where the distances to all MICs best match our mea-
surement (i.e., the mean square error is minimized). Figure
20(a) and (b) show the tracking errors of these methods. At
0.5 m, the ranging errors for RTrack, FingerIO, and LLAP are
0.8 cm, 0.9 cm, 1.2 cm, respectively, while the position errors
are 1.3 cm, 4.6 cm, 6.0 cm, respectively. At 1 m, the ranging
errors are 0.9 cm, 1.2 cm, 3.0 cm, respectively, while position
errors are 1.4 cm, 8.9 cm, 21 cm, respectively. In fact, both
FingerIO and LLAP use triangulation to find the hand posi-
tion. However, when the MIC span is small (e.g., 8 cm), the
triangulation error is large. Instead, RTrack jointly estimates
AoA and distance, based on which we can derive the hand
position. It is more accurate than triangulation.
We also compare RTrack with the following methods at

2.7 m: 1) RTrack replacing RNN with the “optimal” peak se-
lection (i.e., select the peak closest to the ground truth and
hence is better than any peak selection heuristics) and uses
all the profile enhancement techniques (PE) in Section 4.2; 2)
RTrack without PE (except the non-uniform array) but keeps
RNN; 3) a plain 2D MUSIC but using non-uniform array
and initial localization to ensure tracking the right target;
4) estimating AoA and distance individually but using PE
techniques. These results are shown in Figure 20(c). We see
that RTrack perform the best, and achieves 1.7 cm median
position error. Removing RNN or PE increases the median
error to 4.3 cm and 5.0 cm respectively, which demonstrates
their benefits. The 2D MUSIC has the median error of 9.0 cm,
much higher than RTrack. The median error of using individ-
ual AoA and distance estimation is 21.3 cm due to erroneous
AoA estimation.
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Figure 20: Performance of various approaches.
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Figure 21: Position error vs SNR and range.

In addition, we compare RNN with Kalman and particle
filters [44]. We modify RTrack by replacing RNN with the
optimal peak selection followed by Kalman (Km.) or particle
filters (Pt.). As shown in Figure 20(d), RNN out-performs
filter-based approaches. The Kalman and particle filters are
sensitive to the choice of parameters (i.e., the covariance of
noise in state and measurement equations), and we choose
these parameters that give the lowest median errors over all
traces.

Impact of SNR and range: Our experiments show that
hand reflection from different users has different SNR even
at the same distance. The difference comes from: (i) different
hand size (a large hand tends to have large SNR), (ii) different
hand posture (e.g., the SNR tends to be high if the hand faces
well to the speakers and MICs). Thus, we characterize the
performance of RTrack in terms of both SNR and range. In
Figure 21(a), we evaluate the SNR and median position error
of each testing trace, and plot SNR-error pairs for all traces. In
Figure 21(b), we show the performance of the traces collected
at varying distances. As we can see, the position errors first
decrease with decreasing distance (or increasing SNR), and
then taper off. When the distance is small enough, the errors
most come from signal distortion and calibration errors (e.g.,
the MIC separation).
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Figure 22: Tracking error vs direction.
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Figure 23: Performance at various locations.

Impact of directions: Figure 22 plots the distance and AoA
errors as a user stands at various angles, where 0 deg means
that the users exactly face the microphone array and 90 deg
means that the user is on the line defined by the microphone
array. As we can see, the distance errors are relatively sta-
ble across all directions, while the AoA errors significantly
increase when the direction is larger than 30 deg. In fact,
when the AoA (i.e., θ ) is large, a small estimation error on
the frequency Ω = −2πΔ cos(θ )/λ in Eq. 1 will translate to

a large error on θ , since dθ
dΩ is large in this case.

Impact of locations: We evaluate RTrack by training using
the traces from our lab and testing at 4 locations: our lab, a
conference room (Conf), an office area (Cube), and a narrow
corridor (Corr). The median position errors at 4 locations
are shown in Figure 23. We see the results are similar across
different locations: the median errors are all in the range of
1.7–2.0 cm, which indicates that our system is robust to the
environment. The reasons are two-fold. First, we perform in-
terference cancellation so that reflections from static objects
in the environment are removed and have little impact on
our RNN. Second, the input of our RNN is a cropped area of
the 2D profile, and most reflections from the environment
are not inside this area and hence have no effect on our RNN.

Impact of speakers:Weevaluate RTrack using various speak-
ers, represented by Speaker E [18], A [6], D [15], and M [37].
The first speaker is our default speaker, and only that one is
used for collecting training data.We tune the volume of these
speakers so that they have the same transmission power. For
each speaker, we use its highest available frequency band,
i.e., 18–20 KHz, 18–20 KHz, 19–21 KHz, and 17–19 KHz, for
Speaker E, A, D, and M, respectively. The median position
errors with these speakers are shown in Figure 24. Although
the last three speakers are not seen by the training data, they
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Figure 24: Performance with different speakers.
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Figure 26: Tracking with multiple users.

perform close to our default speaker. This indicates that our
RNN does not overfit to a specific speaker.

Impact of ambient sound: To study the impact of ambient
sound, we play music or talk while performing the tracking
experiments. The sound sources are at 0.5 m from the MIC
array. The music volume is the same as that used for sending
chirp signals, and people talk using their normal volume. As
shown in Figure 25, the tracking accuracy is similar. This is
not surprising since our tracking system uses frequencies
higher than those in music and speech.

Tracking multiple users: Next, we evaluate RTrack with
multiple users in following cases: 1) tracking one user while
the other user is almost static (e.g., playing games on a mo-
bile phone); 2) tracking one user while the other randomly
walks in the room but never blocks the direct path between
the tracked user and speakers; 3) tracking one user while the
other walks around and blocks the direct path every 15s; 4)
tracking two users simultaneously, and the users are at the
same distance from the speakers and separated by 1 m. The
results are shown in Figure 26, and four cases are labeled
as “static”, “move”, “block”, and “track two” respectively. We
see that RTrack works in all cases, but the accuracy degrades
when the interference is too close to the hand or the direct
path is blocked. Also, RTrack can track two users simultane-
ously since the users are separated by the AoA and can be
tracked independently using two detection windows as in a
single user case.



7 RELATEDWORK

Our work is related to the existing works on tracking, gesture
recognition, neural network, and 2D MUSIC.

Acoustic based tracking: A number of systems have been
proposed to track motion based on acoustic signals. For ex-
ample, AAMouse [61] uses Doppler shift to track a mobile
device. CAT [33] further develops a distributed FMCW to
enhance the tracking accuracy. LLAP [57] and Strata [62] use
the phases of audio signals for device-free tracking, while Fin-
gerIO [41] exploits the correlation and properties of OFDM
symbols. DroneTrack [35] estimates the distance between
a drone and a user using MUSIC algorithm. Different from
existing acoustic device-free tracking systems, our system is
the first that enables room-scale motion tracking by applying
RNN and developing signal processing techniques to support
low SNR.

RF based tracking: RF signals have also been widely used
for motion tracking. WiTrack [2] uses FMCW to achieve
decimeter accuracy. WiDraw [53] uses CSI to estimate AoA
and achieves 5 cm median tracking error using 25 WiFi APs.
WiDeo [25] uses phase synchronized RX chains to achieve
7 cm median error. [66] uses 60 GHz radios to track static
objects with line-of-sight at a cm-level accuracy. mTrack [59]
improves the accuracy by using 60 GHz steerable antennas
with narrow beamwidth and fine-grained azimuth rotation.
RF-IDraw [55] uses the phase of RFID signals for motion
tracking to achieve 3.7 cm accuracy. [31] emulates a huge
bandwidth by leveraging the physical properties of RFID
to achieve sub-centimeter tracking accuracy. TagScan [56]
exploits variation in the phase and RSS of RFID signals when
penetrating different materials to identify material types and
image the internal horizontal cut of a target.

Gesture recognition: There have been significant works
on gesture recognition. WiSee [45] extracts the Doppler shift
from WiFi signals to recognize nine gestures. [3] uses WiFi
CSI based signature to determine the key typed by a user.
AllSee [26] relies on RFID tags and power-harvesting sensors
for gesture recognition. WiAG [54] recognizes user gestures
irrespective of their orientations. Mudra [63] uses two WiFi
antennas to recognize gestures without user training. Com-
pared with gesture recognition, which classifies movement
into a handful number of pre-defined gestures, motion track-
ing provides more freedom for human-computer interaction.

Neural network: RF-Echo [14] applies a neural network
(NN) for time-of-flight estimation. Compare to NN, RNN can
leverage the information from multiple tracking periods to
greatly improve the accuracy. RF-Pose [65] develops a CNN
to detect users’ poses based on RF signals. It concatenates all
RF measurements over multiple periods as the network input,
whereas the RNN takes measurement from each period as the
input to one stage, and each stage shares the same parameters.

This greatly helps reduce the network size and make it easier
to train. [13, 30]measure RSS tomultiple APs and train a RNN
to recognize the location based on RSS measurements over
time. RSS is highly sensitive to the environment. To avoid
that, we train our RNN to understand 2D profiles, where each
multipath in the environment is separated by different AoAs
or distances. We develop an effective network structure to
learn how to locate the target reflection from the profile. [38]
estimates the AoA of an audio source based on TDoA of two
microphones. It trains a RNN using estimated AoAs as input
to predict the future AoA range. In contrast, our RNN is used
to estimate the current AoA. DeepSense [60] develops a deep
NN to fuse raw measurements from different sensors for
sensing applications. In RTrack, we first apply 2D MUSIC to
extract AoA-distance profiles from raw measurements, and
design an efficient and compact network architecture. This
significantly reduces the network size and training effort.
[16, 20, 36] apply RNN to detect and associate multiple users
in consecutive video frames. Since these applications of RNN
are different from ours, their network structure cannot be
applied to our case.

2D MUSIC: The 2D MUSIC is used to estimate AoA and
propagation distance of incoming signals (e.g., [11, 28, 32]).
However, as demonstrated by our experiments, directly ap-
plying the 2D MUSIC does not provide sufficient accuracy
in low SNR scenarios. Instead, we develop a RNN-based
approach along with several signal processing techniques
to significantly improve the tracking accuracy under noise,
multipath and fast movement. Moreover, some existing 2D
MUSIC system [28] is device-based tracking, which requires
a user to hold a device, whereas our system is device-free
and more convenient to use.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we develop the first room-scale tracking system
that can enable a user to interact with smart speakers using
hand movement. The key technique is a novel framework
combining the recurrent neural network with the 2D MUSIC
to jointly estimate the AoA and distance of hand reflection.
We implement our system on a development platform for
smart speakers and demonstrate the feasibility of room-scale
tracking using extensive experiments. Moving forward, we
are interested in exploring how to further enhance the perfor-
mance under even more challenging conditions (e.g., when
the line-of-sight path is blocked for a long period or the
user’s hand may not face the microphone array).
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